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Description

Cross Reference to Related Applications

[0001] This application describes and claims subject
matter that is also described in co-pending United States
patent applications filed simultaneously herewith and en-
titled Method of Reverse Link Dynamic Power Control in
a Wireless Communication System Using Quality Feed-
back From a Delay Sensitive Traffic Stream or Overhead
Channel, Serial No. 11/331999.

Technical Field

[0002] This invention relates to wireless communica-
tions.

Background of the Invention

[0003] In conventional CDMA systems, intra-cell inter-
ference contributes to the major portion of the total inter-
ference in the Reverse Link (RL). Tight (fast) RL power
control with dedicated power-control sub-channels are
required to ensure a proper signal-to-noise (SNR) level
of a mobile terminal and to minimize its interference to
other users due to the well-known near-far problem.
[0004] In currently existing 3G CDMA systems, in order
to minimize intra-cell interference, the fundamental pow-
er control (PC) mechanism involves two control loops,
an inner loop and an outer loop, which have been inher-
ited from 2G systems for circuit voice applications. FIG.
1 shows these conventional prior art power control loops
that exist between a mobile Access Terminal (AT) 101,
a Base Transceiver Station (BTS) 102, and a Radio Net-
work Controller (RNC) 103. Fast power control is con-
ducted by the inner loop that includes, within AT 101, a
pilot power adjuster 104, and within BTS 102, a pilot
measurer 105, which measures the power of the pilot
received on the reverse link (RL) from AT 101, a pilot
versus set point comparator 106, which generates power
control bits (PCBs) based on comparisons of the meas-
ured pilot power against a target (set point), and a PCB
transmitter 107, which transmits the PCBs generated by
comparator 106 over the forward link (FL) to the pilot
power adjuster 104 in AT 101. The power of the pilot
transmitted by AT 101 is dynamically adjusted in re-
sponse to the PCBs received from BTS 102, as is the
power of the, traffic channel (circuit voice), which is ad-
justed in response to the traffic power adjuster 108. The
latter, dynamically adjusts its traffic output power accord-
ing to the pilot power so as to maintain a fixed Traffic-to-
Pilot Ratio (TPR), the latter being a fixed parameter that
is inputted to adjuster 108. Since AT 101, which transmits
circuit voice, does not receive quality feedback from BTS
102 (e.g., an ACK/NAK) (as in the case in CDMA2000
1x and EVDV), the power control set point used by com-
parator 106 is dynamically adjusted by the outer loop.
The outer loop includes traffic power adjuster 108 within

AT 101, traffic demodulator 109 and decoder 110 within
BTS 102, and set point adjuster 111 within RNC 103.
Specifically, the voice traffic received by BTS 102 is de-
modulated by demodulator 109 and is decoded by de-
coder 110. A cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is calculat-
ed by decoder 110 for each received and decoded digital
voice frame, where the calculated CRC indicates whether
a received frame has been decoded properly and "pass-
es", or is in error and "fails". The pass/fail indications of
the successive CRC calculations are outputted by de-
coder 110 and inputted to set point adjuster 111. Based
on these pass/fail indications and a targeted frame error
rate (FER), set point adjuster 111 dynamically adjusts
the set point with which comparator 106 compares the
measured received pilot. The AT pilot transmission pow-
er is thus dynamically controlled by the generated power
control bits such that the received pilot at BTS 102 tracks
the pilot set point.
[0005] For 3G CDMA systems supporting burst data
services, some power control enhancements are dis-
closed in various co-pending patent applications. For ex-
ample: in Serial No. 10/924268, filed August 23, 2004,
ACKs/NAKs are used to adjust the TPR of the burst data
traffic without increasing any overhead; in Serial No.
10/798166, filed March 11, 2004, a pilot frame error rate
is used in the outer loop to determine the PC target of
the fast inner loop when no voice traffic is available; and
in Serial No. 10/954755 filed September 30, 2004, a
Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) erasure metric is used
in the outer loop to determine the PC target of the fast
inner loop when voice traffic is unavailable.
[0006] The above-described prior art mechanism in-
volving inner and outer control loops is complicated and
not really effective and efficient for systems with multi-
flow applications including conversational streaming and
burst types of traffic.
[0007] Unlike conventional CDMA systems where in-
tra-cell interference contributes to the major portion of
the total interference in the RL, in the new air interface
proposed to CDMA2000 Revision C (RevC) standard,
such as OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multi-
ple Access) and CDMA with Interference Cancellation
(IC), intra-cell interference is not the major factor of con-
cern for power control. In the RL of an OFDMA system,
intra-cell interference is minimal while in the RL of a CD-
MA system with IC, intra-cell interference is progressively
cancelled and, in fact, the receiving power difference
among different ATs may aid the IC process. As tight a
power control as is required in existing CDMA systems
is thus not needed in the newer CDMA and OFDMA RevC
systems. On the other hand, however, in a CDMA system
with IC, the ATs whose RL signals are decoded earlier
will still be impacted more by the intra-cell interference.
Further, there is still inter-cell interference for both CDMA
with IC and OFDMA systems. Thus, in order to maintain
a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), power control is
still needed. In addition, in a new RevC system, inter-cell
interference is also an important factor that needs to be
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considered for power control. An AT at a cell edge will
need to be restricted on its transmission power based on
its neighbor cell’s tolerance on inter-cell interference.
[0008] A simpler power control mechanism is thus
needed for new RevC CDMA and OFDMA systems
where as tight control as is presently being used in con-
ventional systems is not required.
[0009] EP 1-509 055 teaches a method for transmitting
a quality-of-service class from a mobile station to a serv-
ing base station for a given traffic stream being concur-
rently transmitted by the mobile station, wherein a data
rate for a scheduling grant from the base station to the
mobile station is determined, at least in part, by the base
station as a function of the received quality-of-service
class.

Summary of the Invention

[0010] A method according to the present invention is
set out in independent claim 1, to which the reader is now
referred. Preferred features are laid out in the dependent
claims.

Summary of the Invention

[0011] Embodiments of the present invention make
use of the fact that new systems, such as the new RevC
system, are purely packet-based that use feedback to
indicate to a transmitter whether a packet has or has not
been received correctly. In the RL, such Hybrid Automatic
Request (HARQ) systems provide feedback that is sent
from the BTS to the AT for each received and decoded
packet via an ACK, which acknowledges receipt and pos-
itive receipt and decoding of the packet, or via a NAK,
which indicates non-receipt or failed decoding of the
packet. If a NAK is sent back, the packet is resent, and
the process is repeated until either the packet is properly
received and correctly decoded, or a maximum number
of allowed transmissions have taken place. This feed-
back can thus be used as a measure of the quality of the
signal being transmitted on the RL by the AT to the BTS
and thus provide the AT with an indication of whether its
main RL pilot power (and the corresponding transmission
power levels of the data flows which are controlled by it)
is sufficiently high or too low.
[0012] Embodiments of the present invention use a
closed-loop dynamic power control that is based on re-
ceiving a quality feedback. As a result, the inner loop
power control used by the prior art is removed. In addition
the dedicated power control channel and power control
bits are also eliminated. Further, the complicated
RNC/BTS-based outer loop power control is also re-
moved. Advantageously, embodiments that employ this
closed-loop dynamic power control have significantly re-
duced overhead and complexity compared to the existing
prior art power control mechanisms.
[0013] In an embodiment of the present invention, the
main reference pilot transmitted by the AT on the RL and

received at the BTS is maintained at the BTS at a stable
and ideally constant level by means of a continuous qual-
ity indication that is fed back from the BTS to the AT over
a quality feedback channel in the forward link. Specifi-
cally, using the already existing ACK/NAK feedback of
the HARQ implementation, the main pilot transmission
level is dynamically controlled at the AT to directly track
a quality target of a delay-sensitive traffic stream that is
being transmitted by the AT to the BTS such as, for ex-
ample, a traffic stream carrying Voice-over-IP (VoIP) or
Video Telephony (VT). Such a delay-sensitive traffic
stream is transmitted essentially continuously by the AT,
but, however, during periods when no delay-sensitive
traffic stream is being transmitted by the AT, then the
quality of an overhead channel that is constantly being
transmitted by the AT and from which a quality metric
can be derived by the BTS is instead fed back to the AT
for power control purposes. In an embodiment, the over-
head channel can be, for example, the Channel Quality
Indicator (CQI) sent by AT to the BTS as an indicator of
the quality of the pilot received by the AT from the BTS
on the FL channel, or the Data Rate Control (DRC) sent
by the AT to the BTS in 1xEVDO systems.
[0014] Thus, in an embodiment, the BTS transmits to
the AT a continuous quality indications for dynamic power
control at the AT, which quality indications are the
ACKs/NAKs derived from the calculated CRC of the
packets of the decoded received delay-sensitive traffic
stream if such a stream is actively being received by the
BTS from the AT, and which otherwise are the "good"
and "bad" quality indications of the decoded words re-
ceived by the BTS on an overhead channel (e.g., CQI)
from the AT. Correspondingly, in an embodiment, the AT,
when it is transmitting a delay-sensitive traffic flow, ad-
justs its transmit pilot power is up by a pre-determined
step size if it receives an indication of a NAK from the
BTS and adjusts its transmit pilot power down if it receives
an indication of an ACK from the BTS, and if the AT is
not transmitting a delay-sensitive traffic flow, adjusts its
transmit pilot power up if it receives from the BTS a "bad"
quality indication of the words received by the BTS on
the overhead channel (e.g., CQI) from the AT, and ad-
justs its transmit pilot power down if it receives from the
BTS a "good" quality indication.
[0015] In an embodiment, multiple non-delay-sensitive
data flows transmitted from the AT to the BTS, such as
bursts of data traffic, are individually power controlled
based on receiving a quality feedback for each such flow
from the ACKs and NAKs generated by the BTS and that
are derived in each flow from the CRCs of the decoded
received flow. While the transmit power of all the multiple
data flows are being adjusted in accordance with the main
pilot power, which itself is dynamically varying based on
received quality indications as described above, individ-
ual quality feedbacks received for each data flow are
used to dynamically adjust flow-specific target TPRs that
are each based on the ACKs/NAKs generated at the BTS
from decoded packets in the individual data flows. The
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transmit power of each data flow is thus separately de-
termined by a varying main pilot power commonly applied
to each of the data flows, and a varying flow-specific TPR.
Thus, in an individual flow, when a NAK is received from
the BTS, the AT adjusts the TPR for that flow up a pre-
determined step, and when an ACK is received, the AT
adjusts the TPR for that flow down a predetermined step,
with different flows possibly having different up and down
step sizes.
[0016] In an embodiment, dynamic adjustment of the
main pilot via ACK/NAK feedback from the delay-sensi-
tive traffic stream or via a quality indicator of a continu-
ously received RL overhead channel, and dynamic ad-
justment of the TPR for one or more data flows are co-
ordinated so that multiple requests do not simultaneously
effect an adjustment upward of both the pilot and a flow’s
TPR.

Brief Description of the Drawing

[0017] The present invention will be better understood
from reading the following description of non-limiting em-
bodiments, with reference to the attached drawings,
wherein below:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a prior art power control
system having inner and outer loops, as described
above;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing multi-flow dynamic
power control based on receiving quality feedback
employing embodiments of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a set of timing diagrams that illustrate the
relationships between a VoIP flow transmitted by an
AT, the feedback quality indication channel received
by the AT on the FL, the responsive main pilot level,
and the CQI words transmitted by the AT;
FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing the steps at a BTS in
transmitting a continuous quality indication that is
derived from the determined quality of a received
delay-sensitive traffic stream, such as VoIP, when
such a delay-sensitive traffic stream is enabled, or
when such a stream is not enabled, that is derived
from the determined quality of a continuously re-
ceived overhead channel, such as the CQI words
transmitted by the AT on the RL;
FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing the main power control
steps at an AT that are performed in response to the
received continuous quality indication from the BTS;
and
FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing the power control steps
at an AT for adjusting the pilot power in response to
a feedback quality indication of a delay-sensitive traf-
fic stream in conjunction with TPR adjustments for
non-delay-sensitive data flows in response to inde-
pendent fed back quality. indications associated with
such flows.

Detailed Description

[0018] With reference to FIG. 2, the architecture of a
closed loop dynamic power control that is based solely
on the feedback of a quality measure is shown. The ar-
chitecture includes a dynamic power control of the main
reference pilot being transmitted by AT 201 that is based
on the feedback from the BTS 202 of a continuous quality
indication that is derived from the quality of a substantially
continuously BTS-received delay-sensitive traffic stream
that is transmitted on the RL. Specifically, in this embod-
iment, the continuous quality indication is the HARQ
ACKs/NAKs fed back to AT 201 that are generated at
BTS 202 in response to received, demodulated, and de-
coded packets of VoIP speech data. When a delay-sen-
sitive traffic stream is not being transmitted by AT 201
(and thus not being received by BTS 202), a quality metric
derived at the BTS 202 from a continuously received RL
overhead channel is fed back to the AT 201 to control
the pilot power. Specifically, in this embodiment,
"good"/"bad" indications of CQI words received on the
overhead channel are fed back to AT 201 to dynamically
control the pilot power when there is no VoIP traffic on
the RL.
[0019] In addition to the above direct control of the main
pilot power, the architecture includes a per-flow-based
multiple closed-loop power control of the TPR of each
independent non-delay-sensitive data flow that is based
on the ACKs/NAKs generated from the decoded data
stream of that flow and transmitted to AT 201 by BTS
202. The power increases of the AT are also determined
by the inter-cell interference of its neighbor cells.
[0020] For the RL, it is desired that the main reference
AT pilot (e.g., the pilot of CDMA) received at BTS 202 be
kept stable, and ideally be kept constant. Channels with
a continuous traffic type need a continuous pilot at the
BTS for both channel estimation and power control pur-
poses (e.g., for demodulating and decoding the CQI
words received on the overhead channel from AT 201,
and for demodulating and decoding the packetized VoIP
speech signal received from AT 201). A stable main pilot
is also needed to provide a good reference for the power
control of other burst data traffic flows and for the pilot
and traffic of other overlaid air interfaces (e.g., OFDAM
overlaid with CDMA and using the CDMA pilot as the
main reference pilot).
[0021] As noted in FIG. 2, the AT pilot signal is trans-
mitted by AT 201 to BTS 202 where it is used for the
described functionalities. Since these functionalities are
not relevant to a discussion of the present invention, the
component elements within BTS 202 to which the re-
ceived AT pilot is used to perform these functionalities
are not shown in FIG. 2 and the application of the received
AT pilot at BTS 202 will not be described further.
[0022] At AT 201, the pilot is used to dynamically adjust
the power of the CQI transmitted on an RL overhead
channel by AT 201 to BTS 202, the transmit power of
one or more delay-sensitive data streams, such as a
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stream of VoIP packets, and the transmit power each of
a plurality of other non-delay-sensitive data flows. As can
be noted in FIG. 2, at AT 201, the pilot is inputted to CQI
power adjuster 203, to VoIP power adjuster 204, and to
data-flow-N power adjuster 205. The latter represents
the Nth of N different power adjusters (not shown) that
individually adjust the power of N different independent
non-delay-sensitive data flows. CQI power adjuster 203
dynamically adjusts the transmit CQI power so as to
maintain the CQI transmit power at a fixed CQI TPR,
which fixed CQI TPR is provided as an input to CQI power
adjuster 203. Similarly, VoIP power adjuster 204 dynam-
ically adjusts the transmit VoIP power so as to maintain
the VoIP transmit power at a fixed VoIP TPR, which fixed
VoIP TPR is provided as an input to VoIP power adjuster
204. The power of the main RL pilot itself is controlled
by pilot power adjuster 206, which dynamically adjusts
the magnitude of the pilot in accordance with the contin-
uous quality indication that is fed back from BTS 202, as
will be described below. As the magnitude of the pilot
power is dynamically varied in accordance with the fed
back continuous quality indication, both the VoIP transmit
power is varied so as to maintain the fixed inputted VoIP
TPR and the CQI transmit power is dynamically varied
so as to maintain the fixed inputted CQI TPR.
[0023] The varying pilot output by pilot power adjuster
206 is also inputted to data-flow-N power adjuster 205
to dynamically control the transmit power of data flow N
so as to maintain the TRP of data flow N at its input TPR.
The TPR for data flow N, however, is not constant, and
itself is dynamically controlled by TPR adjuster 207 in
response to a quality feedback from BTS 202 of a quality
metric associated with that same demodulated and de-
coded data flow N as determined at BTS 202 and fed
back to TPR adjuster 207 at AT 201. In this embodiment,
in each flow the quality metric fed back to TPR adjuster
207 consists of a stream of ACKs/NAKs that are gener-
ated at BTS 202 from the CRCs calculated from the se-
quence of decoded packets in that flow. Thus, as the
magnitude of the pilot power is dynamically adjusted up
and down in accordance with the continuous quality in-
dication that is fed back to AT 201, the TPR for each of
a plurality of data flows is also dynamically adjusted up
and down in accordance with a fed back quality indication
associated with that data flow.
[0024] As noted above, the continuous quality indica-
tion that is fed back from BTS 202 to AT 201 that controls
the pilot power is derived from a quality indicator asso-
ciated with the received demodulated and decoded VoIP
packetized data stream if such a stream is enabled, or a
quality indicator associated with the CQI continuously
received on an overhead channel if such a stream is not
enabled. At BTS 202, VoIP demodulator 208 demodu-
lates the received stream of packetized VoIP voice data
and decoder 209 decodes each packet and calculates a
CRC. If the calculated CRC of a packet indicates that the
it has been successfully decoded and passes, HARQ
ACK/NAK generator 210 generates an ACK (a binary

"0"). If the calculated CRC indicates that the packet has
not been successfully decoded, HARQ ACK/NAK gen-
erator 210 generates a NAK (a binary "1’). While the qual-
ity of the received delay-sensitive VoIP voice stream is
being determined, the CQI being continuously received
on the RL overhead channel is being demodulated by
CQI demodulator 213. Each demodulated CQI word is
decoded and determined to be "good" or "bad" (an eras-
ure) by decoder/erasure calculator 214. CQI quality in-
dicator 215 outputs a binary "0" if a CQI word is deter-
mined to be "good" and a binary "1" if a CQI is deter-
mined to be "bad". As long as transmission of a VoIP
stream (or another substantially continuous delay-sensi-
tive traffic stream such as VT) is actively enabled such
that the received stream can be demodulated and de-
coded to produce a stream of ACK/NAK quality indica-
tors, switch 211 gates the generated ACK/NAK indicators
to continuous quality indicator 212 for transmission on
the FL to AT 201. If transmission of such a substantially
continuous delay-sensitive traffic stream is not enabled,
switch 211 gates the generated
CQI "good"/"bad" indicators to continuous quality indica-
tor 212. Continuous quality indicator 212 is thus contin-
uously transmitting feedback associated with the quality
of the signals being received by BTS 202 from AT 201.
As described above, this feedback to AT 201 is used to
dynamically adjust its pilot power up and down, and thus
from it the transmit powers of its RL signals.
[0025] At AT 201, pilot power up/down adjustments
can be taken at every sub-frame or at the termination
target. For the latter, action is only taken after the maxi-
mum number of transmissions of a packet has failed (i.e.,
it only responds after the last NAK), or an earlier received
transmission that has been successfully decoded and an
ACK sent. For the former, an up/down power adjustment
is made in response to each received ACK/NAK associ-
ated with the VoIP stream, or each received "good"/"bad"
CQI indicator. When the VoIP flow is enabled and a NAK
is received by AT 201, the pilot power is adjusted upward
by a predetermined step in dB that is determined by a
desired VoIP Frame Error Rate (FER) and throughput
performance. When tracking VoIP as a target, the up
steps could be different for the first retransmission, the
second retransmission, etc., up to the retransmission at
the termination target. When an ACK is received, the pilot
power is adjusted downward. If an ACK is received before
or at the termination target (i.e., the sub-frame is even-
tually successfully received by BTS 202), the new pilot
level is set to be equal to the pilot level of the first trans-
mission of the sub-frame minus a target-down-delta that
is determined by the desired FER. The FER target level
also determines the ratio of accumulated up-steps at the
terminal target to the target-down-delta. As noted, when
the VoIP flow is disabled, the CQI quality indicators are
used to control the pilot power. A "bad" quality indication
causes the pilot power to be adjusted up a predetermined
step and a "good" quality indicator causes the pilot power
to be adjusted downward, where the up and down steps
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are determined by the CQI quality target (i.e., a CQI word
error rate). Regardless of whether the CQI quality or the
VoIP quality is driving the up and down pilot power ex-
cursions, an upper and lower limit is imposed on the pilot
level. Further, when required up or down steps are large,
the pilot power adjustment could be smoothed over a
period of time.
[0026] FIG. 3 is a set of timing diagrams that illustrate
the relationships between a VoIP flow transmitted by AT
201, the feedback quality indication channel received by
AT 201 on the FL from BTS 202, the magnitude of the
RL pilot level at AT 201, and the CQI words transmitted
by AT 201 to BTS 202. In these diagrams, it is assumed
that a pilot power level up/down action is taken at every
sub-frame rather than at the termination target. As can
be noted, after sub-frame1 is transmitted in the VoIP flow,
it is unsuccessfully decoded and a NAK is generated and
received by AT 201 on the quality indication channel,
thereby causing an increase in the RL pilot level at the
AT. Since that NAK also causes a retransmission of that
packet, it is retransmitted (sub-frame2), which illustra-
tively is shown again as being unsuccessfully decoded.
Thus a NAK is fed back on the quality indication channel,
thereby causing a further increase in the RL pilot level at
the AT. The second retransmission (third transmission)
of the packet (sub-frame3) is shown as being success-
fully decoded by BTS 202. AT 201 now receives an ACK
on the channel indication channel, thereby effecting a
decrease in the RL pilot level at the AT, as is shown. A
new packet in the VoIP flow is then transmitted (noted
as sub-frame 1), which is successfully decoded on its
initial transmission. An ACK is again received by AT 201
on the quality indication channel, thereby causing a fur-
ther decrease in the RL pilot level. The VoIP flow is then
shown as being disabled. The determined qualities of the
received CQIs, which are continuously being transmitted
on the FL by AT 201 are then used to provide a continuous
quality indication feedback to the AT for purposes of dy-
namic power control. CQI quality indicators are then
transmitted on the quality indication channel. As can be
noted, the next CQI received by BTS 202 is determined
to be "good" and an indication that a valid CQI has been
decoded is received by AT 201 on the quality indication
channel. This causes AT 201 to further decrease its RL
pilot level. The VoIP flow continues to remain disabled
and the next CQI is again determined to be "good". A
received "good" CQI indicator on the quality indication
channel causes AT 201 to further decrease its RL pilot
level. With the VoIP flow still disabled, the next two CQIs
received by the BTS 202 are illustratively shown as being
in error and AT 201 receives "bad" CQI indicators on the
quality indication channel. In response to each, AT 201
is shown to increase its RL pilot level.
[0027] FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing the steps at BTS
202 for transmitting a continuous quality indication de-
rived from the quality of a received delay-sensitive con-
versational VoIP traffic stream when such a traffic stream
is enabled and being received, and from the quality of a

continuously received overhead channel, such as the
CQI transmitted by the AT 201 on the RL, when a delay-
sensitive traffic stream is not enabled. Thus, at step 401,
a determination is made whether BTS 202 is presently
receiving the delay-sensitive VoIP stream. If it is, then,
at step 402, the ACKs/NAKs generated from that re-
ceived demodulated and decoded stream are transmit-
ted on the continuous quality indication channel on the
FL to AT 201. If BTS 202 is not receiving a delay-sensitive
VoIP stream, then, at step 403, the "good"/"bad" CQI
quality indicators determined from the received demod-
ulated and decoded overhead channel are transmitted
on the FL to AT 201 on the continuous quality indication
channel.
[0028] FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing the main power
control steps at AT 201 that are performed in response
to the fed back quality indicators received over the con-
tinuous quality indication channel on the FL. At step 500,
a quality indicator is received over the continuous quality
indication channel from BTS 202. At step 501 a determi-
nation is made whether the VoIP flow is enabled in the
FL. If it is, then the quality indicators being received over
the continuous quality indication channel are associated
with the VoIP stream. Thus, if a determination is made
that the VoIP flow is enabled, a determination is made,
at step 502, whether an ACK or NAK has been received
before or at the termination target. If an ACK is received,
at step 503, a new pilot level is set at the pilot level of the
first transmission of the packet minus a target-down-del-
ta. If a NAK is received, at step 504, the pilot power is
adjusted up with a predetermined step size for this par-
ticular retransmission. If, at step 501, a determination is
made that the VoIP stream is not enabled, then the re-
ceived quality indicators are indicators of whether the
CQI is "good" or "bad." If, at step 505, a determination is
made that the received quality indication is "good", then,
at step 506, a new pilot level is set at the previous pilot
level minus a predetermined step-down size. If, however,
at step 505, a determination is made that the received
quality indication is "bad", then, at step 507, a new pilot
level is set at the previous pilot level plus a predetermined
step-up size.
[0029] As previously described, since each non-delay-
sensitive data flow of an application is also supported by
HARQ, each flow is able to have its own closed-loop pow-
er control based on its own ACK/NAK and quality target.
Whereas, as described, the main pilot power control is
used to adjust the transmit power of each of a plurality
of such non-delay-sensitive data streams, per flow based
power control is used to adjust the TPR for each flow by
targeting on the quality requirement of the specific appli-
cation of the flow. With reference again to FIG. 2, for the
exemplary data flow N, at BTS 202, the received data
stream N is demodulated by data-flow-N demodulator
216 and decoded by decoder 217. The CRC of each
frame is calculated and HARQ ACK/NAK generator 218
outputs an ACK when the CRC passes and a NAK when
the CRC fails. The generated ACKs and NAKs are fed
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back on the FL to TPR adjuster 207 in AT 201 for power
control. Similar but independent demodulation, decoding
and feedback is performed on each of the other non-
delay-sensitive data flows between AT 201 and BTS 202,
and the TPR associated with each is independently con-
trolled by each flow’s own generated ACK/NAK feed-
back. For each data flow, closed loop power control is
effected by adjusting the TPR associated with that flow
based on the received ACKs/NAKs as follows: when the
AT receives a NAK at its termination target, the TPR is
adjusted upward by a predetermined step in dB based
on the quality target and throughput performance for that
flow; when an ACK is received before or at termination
target, the AT adjusts the FER downward (normally with
a much smaller step size) based on the target FER. Dif-
ferent flows can have different up and down step sizes,
with their ratio determined by the quality target of the
application of the flow. Different flows can have different
upper and lower limits of their TPR.
[0030] As compared with the power control of the main
pilot, the closed loop power control effected by adjusting
the TPR of each flow could be relatively slow. Adjust-
ments of the main pilot and the TPR of each flow are
preferably coordinated. An example of a possible rule for
coordinating both adjustments is that when multiple re-
quests for an up adjustment (both pilot level and TPR)
occur at the same time, the AT will adjust the main pilot
level upward and not also adjust the TPR upward, or
adjust the latter with a smaller step size would otherwise
be used for an upward TPR adjustment in the presence
of a downward pilot adjustment. A slow power step down
drifting of pilot level and TPR can be conducted inde-
pendently since the power downward step size is gener-
ally much smaller than a power-up adjustment. Thus,
both the pilot and TPR can both be adjusted independ-
ently.
[0031] FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing the dynamic power
control steps for adjusting the pilot power in response to
a fed back quality indication of a delay-sensitive traffic
stream in conjunction with dynamic TPR adjustments for
non-delay-sensitive data flows in response to independ-
ent fed back quality indications associated with such
flows. At step 601, AT 201 receives a fed back quality
indication. At step 602, a determination is made whether
the pilot should be increased up or decreased down. If
the determination is up, at step 603, the main pilot power
is increased by predetermined step (as previously dis-
cussed). If the determination is down, at step 604, the
main pilot power is decreased a predetermined step (as
previously discussed). If coincident with the receipt of a
pilot step-down determination, a fed back quality indica-
tion for non-delay-sensitive data flow N is also received
(at step 605), then a determination is made, at step 606,
whether the received indication is an ACK or NAK. If a
NAK is received, then, at step 607, the TPR associated
with data flow N is increased by a predetermined step
(up-step-TPR) contemporaneously with the pilot step
down. If an ACK is received, then, at step 608, the TPR

associated with data flow N is decreased by a predeter-
mined step (target-down-delta) contemporaneously with
the pilot step down. If coincident with the receipt of a pilot
step up determination, a fed back quality indication for
non-delay-sensitive data flow N is also received (at step
609), then a determination is made, at step 610, whether
the received indication is an ACK or NAK. If the received
indication is an ACK, then, at step 611, the TPR is ad-
justed downward contemporaneously with the pilot step
up. If, however, the received indication is a NAK, then,
at step 612, either the TPR is not adjusted at all while
the pilot is adjusted up, or it is adjusted up with a smaller
step size than used when adjusting it upward contempo-
raneously with a downward pilot adjustment, as is used
in step 607. Such TRP controls are independently applied
to each of the N data flows being transmitted from AT
201 to BTS 202.
[0032] Per flow-based closed loop power control can
be applied to any system with any interface as long a per
flow-based HARQ is supported. Each Radio Link Proto-
col (RLP) flow will have an independent HARQ with as-
sociated ACK/NAK. In an overlaid air interface, which is
being proposed for the RevC standard (for example, CD-
MA overlaid with OFDMA), the pilot in the CDMA system
could be the main pilot, as described above, which not
only supports the burst traffic in the CDMA air interface
but is also used as a reference to generate the pilot of
the OFDMA system. The power control mechanism thus
needs to be efficiently integrated together for both air
interfaces. The TPR could be in the same air interface,
for example, it could be either in the CDMA air interface
or it could be the TPR of an OFDMA traffic flow vs. the
OFDMA pilot. In the case of a system of overlaid air in-
terfaces each air interface can have its own pilot where
one pilot can be derived from the other. The TPR will be
conducted separately in its own air interface. If the over-
laid CDMA system has Interference Cancellation, a bet-
ter approach it to take the main pilot (in a real system,
the pilot measure is always it SNR) after interference
cancellation as a reference from which to generate the
OFDMA pilot. The relation of the OFDMA pilot to the CD-
MA main pilot could be determined by a ratio parameter
(Gamma factor). A relatively stable OFDMA pilot is de-
sired. The Gamma factor could be dynamically adjusted
based on the long-term aggregated quality target of the
OFDMA system.
[0033] An AT should not only listen to its serving sec-
tor’s Reverse Activity Bits (RABs) being transmitted by
the BTS for overload control purposes (normally used for
CDMA), but should also listen to the outer-of-cell Inter-
ference Activity Bits (IABs) transmitted by the BTS in its
neighbor cell (for OFDMA). The per flow-based power
upper limit of an application flow for a given rate should
be driven by the IABs (or RABs) transmitted by the neigh-
bor cells and the distance of the AT to those neighbor
cells and based on that flow’s QoS desired requirement.
For a user at a cell edge, the transmission power upper
limit should be lower than the upper limit of a different
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user/application flow in the central area of the cell.
[0034] The above-described embodiments are illustra-
tive of the principles of the present invention. Those
skilled in the art could devise other embodiments without
departing from the scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A method for use in an access terminal, AT (201), in
a wireless communication system, that is communi-
cating with a base transceiver station, BTS (202),
over a reverse link, RL, and a forward link, FL, com-
prising:

at the AT:

dynamically controlling a traffic-to-pilot ra-
tio, TPR, of a non-delay sensitive data flow
being transmitted on the RL in response to
a quality indication feedback received on
the FL of the non-delay sensitive flow re-
ceived by the BTS, characterized in that
the power of a main RL pilot is dynamically
controlled in response to a quality indication
feedback received via a quality feedback
channel on the FL.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the TPR is dynami-
cally controlled while the power of the main RL pilot
is being dynamically controlled in response to a qual-
ity indication feedback received on the FL of a delay-
sensitive traffic stream received by the BTS if such
a delay-sensitive traffic stream is enabled, and in
response to a quality indication feedback received
on the FL of a signal continuously transmitted on the
RL on an overhead channel if such a delay-sensitive
traffic stream is not enabled.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the non-delay sen-
sitive data flow is a burst stream of packets and the
quality feedback indication is a stream of ACKs and
NAKs generated at the BTS in response to the burst
stream of packets.

4. The method of claim 3 further comprising:

when a NAK is received, adjusting the TPR by
a predetermined step upward; and
when an ACK is received before or at a termi-
nation target, adjusting the TPR by a predeter-
mined step downward.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein when a NAK is re-
ceived contemporaneously with an indication to in-
crease a level of the pilot with which the TRP is as-
sociated, then adjusting the TPR upward with a step
size that is smaller than the predetermined step up-

ward.

6. The method of claim 4 wherein when a NAK is re-
ceived contemporaneously with an indication to in-
crease a level of the pilot with which the TRP is as-
sociated, then not adjusting the TPR upward.

7. The method of claim 4 wherein for a given data rate
the TPR has an upper and lower limit.

8. The method of claim 4 wherein the size of the pre-
determined upward and downward steps are based
at least on part on a target frame error rate for the
data flow.

9. The method of claim 7 wherein the upper limit of the
TPR is determined by the location of the AT, wherein
when the AT is located at an edge of a cell, then the
upper limit is lower than the upper limit when the AT
is located at the center of the cell, and wherein the
upper limit when the AT is located at the edge of a
cell is determined by Interference Activity Bits (IABs)
received from a neighbor cell.

10. The method of claim 1 wherein the TPR is controlled
within its own air interface with respect to a local pilot
and wherein the local pilot is derived from a main RL
pilot.

11. The method of claim 10 wherein if the main RL pilot
is in a system using interference cancellation, the
local pilot is derived from the main RL pilot after in-
terference cancellation has been performed on this
main RL pilot.

12. The method of claim 10 wherein the main RL pilot is
dynamically controlled in response to a quality indi-
cation feedback received on the FL of a delay-sen-
sitive traffic stream received by the BTS if such a
delay-sensitive traffic stream is enabled, and in re-
sponse to a quality indication feedback received on
the FL of a signal continuously transmitted on the
RL on an overhead channel if such a delay-sensitive
traffic stream is not enabled.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren für die Verwendung eines Zugangstermi-
nals (AT) (201), das in einem drahtlosen Kommuni-
kationssystem über eine Rückwärtsverbindung (RL)
und eine Vorwärtsverbindung (FL) mit einer Sende-
empfänger-Basisstation (BTS) (202) kommuniziert,
Folgendes umfassend:

Im AT:

dynamische Steuerung eines Verhältnisses
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der Leistung des Nutzdatenkanals zur Leis-
tung des Pilotsignals (TPR) in Reaktion auf
eine auf dem FL eingegangene Qualitäts-
rückmeldung des von der BTS empfange-
nen, nicht-verzögerungsempfindlichen
Flusses, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Leistung einer Haupt-RL-Steuerung dy-
namisch gesteuert wird in Reaktion auf eine
Qualitätsrückmeldung, die empfangen wird
über den Qualitätsrückmeldungskanal auf
dem FL.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das TPR dyna-
misch gesteuert wird, während die Stärke der Haupt-
RL-Steuerung dynamisch gesteuert wird in Reaktion
entweder auf eine Qualitätsrückmeldung, die auf
dem FL eines verzögerungsempfindlichen Ver-
kehrsflusses empfangen wird, der von der BTS emp-
fangen wird, wenn ein solcher verzögerungsemp-
findlicher Verkehrsfluss aktiviert ist, oder in Reaktion
auf eine auf dem FL empfangene Qualitätsrückmel-
dung durch ein kontinuierlich auf dem RL auf einem
Overhead-Kanal übertragenes Signal, wenn ein sol-
cher verzögerungsempfindlicher Verkehrsfluss nicht
aktiviert ist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der nicht-verzö-
gerungsempfindliche Datenfluss ein Burst-Fluss von
Datenpaketen und die Qualitätsrückmeldung ein
Fluss von Bestätigungssignalen (ACKs) und Nicht-
Bestätigungen (NAK) ist, der in der BTS in Reaktion
auf den Burst-Fluss von Datenpaketen generiert
wird.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, weiterhin umfassend:

bei Empfang eines NAK das Anpassen des TPR
um einen vordefinierten Schritt nach oben; und
wenn vor oder zu einem Termination-Target ein
ACK-Signal empfangen wird, das Anpassen des
TPR um einen vordefinierten Schritt nach unten.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei ein NAK gleich-
zeitig mit einer Angabe zur Erhöhung der Leistung
der Steuerung empfangen wird, der das TPR zuge-
ordnet ist, und danach das Anpassen des TPR nach
oben, wobei die Schrittgröße unterhalb der Größe
des vordefinierten Schritts nach oben liegt.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei ein NAK gleich-
zeitig mit einer Angabe zur Erhöhung der Leistung
der Steuerung empfangen wird, der das TPR zuge-
ordnet ist, und anschließend das Anpassen des TPR
nach oben unterbleibt.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei das TPR für eine
vorgegebene Datenrate ein oberes und ein unteres
Limit hat.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei die Größe der
vordefinierten Schritte nach oben und nach unten
zumindest teilweise auf einer Targetframe-Fehler-
quote für den Datenfluss beruht.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei das obere Limit
des TPR bestimmt wird durch die Lage des AT, wo-
bei bei einer Lage des AT am Rand einer Zelle das
obere Limit niedriger ist als das obere Limit bei der
Lage des AT im Zentrum der Zelle und wobei das
obere Limit bei einer am Rand einer Zelle gelegenen
AT durch Interferenzaktivitäts-Bits (IABs) bestimmt
wird, die von einer Nachbarzelle empfangen werden.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das TPR über
seine eigene Luftschnittstelle in Bezug auf eine lo-
kale Steuerung gesteuert wird und wobei die lokale
Steuerung von einer Haupt-RL-Steuerung abgelei-
tet ist.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, wobei die Haupt-RL-
Steuerung in ein System mit Interferenzunterdrü-
ckung integriert ist und wobei die lokale Steuerung
nach der Durchführung der Interferenzunterdrü-
ckung durch die Haupt-RL-Steuerung von der
Haupt-RL-Steuerung abgeleitet wird.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, wobei die Haupt-RL-
Steuerung dynamisch gesteuert wird in Reaktion
entweder auf eine Qualitätsrückmeldung, die auf
dem FL eines verzögerungsempfindlichen Ver-
kehrsflusses empfangen wird, der von der BTS emp-
fangen wird, wenn ein solcher verzögerungsemp-
findlicher Verkehrsfluss aktiviert ist, oder in Reaktion
auf eine auf dem FL empfangene Qualitätsrückmel-
dung durch ein kontinuierlich auf dem RL auf einem
Overhead-Kanal übertragenes Signal, wenn ein sol-
cher verzögerungsempfindlicher Verkehrsfluss nicht
aktiviert ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé destiné à être utilisé dans un terminal d’ac-
cès, AT (201), dans un système de communication
sans fil, qui communique avec une station émettri-
ce/réceptrice de base, BTS (202), sur une liaison
retour, RL, et une liaison aller, FL, comprenant :

au niveau de l’AT l’étape suivante :

commander dynamiquement un rapport tra-
fic sur pilote, TPR, d’un flux de données non
sensible au délai transmis sur la RL en ré-
ponse à un retour d’indication de qualité re-
çu sur la FL du flux non sensible au délai
reçu par la BTS, caractérisé en ce que la
puissance d’un pilote RL principal est com-
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mandée dynamiquement en réponse à un
retour d’indication de qualité reçu par l’in-
termédiaire d’un canal de retour de qualité
sur la FL.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1 dans lequel le TPR
est commandé dynamiquement alors que la puis-
sance du pilote RL principal est commandée dyna-
miquement en réponse à un retour d’indication de
qualité reçu sur la FL d’un flux de trafic sensible au
délai reçu par la BTS si un tel flux de trafic sensible
au délai est activé, et en réponse à un retour d’indi-
cation de qualité reçu sur la FL d’un signal transmis
en continu sur la RL sur un canal de surdébit si un
tel flux de trafic sensible au délai n’est pas activé.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 dans lequel le flux
de données non sensible au délai est un flux en rafale
de paquets et l’indication de retour de qualité est un
flux de ACK et de NAK générés au niveau de la BTS
en réponse au flux en rafale de paquets.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3 comprenant en
outre :

lorsqu’un NAK est reçu, ajuster le TPR par une
étape prédéterminée à la hausse ; et
lorsqu’un ACK est reçu avant ou au niveau d’une
cible de terminaison, ajuster le TPR par une éta-
pe prédéterminée à la baisse.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4 dans lequel, lors-
qu’un NAK est reçu simultanément à une indication
pour augmenter un niveau du pilote avec lequel le
TRP est associé, alors il faut ajuster le TPR à la
hausse avec une taille d’étape qui est inférieure à
l’étape prédéterminée à la hausse.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 4 dans lequel lors-
qu’un NAK est reçu simultanément à une indication
pour augmenter un niveau du pilote avec lequel le
TRP est associé, alors il ne faut pas ajuster le TPR
à la hausse.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 4 dans lequel, pour
un débit de données donné, le TPR présente une
limite supérieure et une limite inférieure.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 4 dans lequel la taille
des étapes à la hausse et à la baisse prédéterminées
est basée au moins en partie sur un taux d’erreurs
de trames cible pour le flux de données.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 7 dans lequel la limite
supérieure du TPR est déterminée par l’emplace-
ment de l’AT, dans lequel lorsque l’AT est situé au
bord d’une cellule, alors la limite supérieure est in-
férieure à la limite supérieure lorsque l’AT est situé

au centre de la cellule, et dans lequel la limite supé-
rieure lorsque l’AT est situé au bord d’une cellule est
déterminée par des bits d’activité d’interférences
(IAB) provenant d’une cellule voisine.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 1 dans lequel le TPR
est commandé à l’intérieur de sa propre interface
hertzienne par rapport à un pilote local et dans lequel
le pilote local est dérivé d’un pilote RL principal.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 10 dans lequel si le
pilote RL principal est dans un système utilisant une
annulation d’interférences, le pilote local est dérivé
du pilote RL principal après qu’une annulation d’in-
terférences a été effectuée sur ce pilote RL principal.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 10 dans lequel le pi-
lote RL principal est commandé dynamiquement en
réponse à un retour d’indication de qualité reçu sur
la FL d’un flux de trafic sensible au délai reçu par la
BTS si un tel flux de trafic sensible au délai est activé,
et en réponse à un retour d’indication de qualité reçu
sur la FL d’un signal transmis en continu sur la RL
sur un canal de surdébit si un tel flux de trafic sensible
au délai n’est pas activé.
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